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THF CHILDREN

p, reievan'. educat101, for the :::hiidrer -th1s is the plea of d1ssat?sf1ec
urban oarents and other critics of the schools. Groups have pmtestec.
oicketed. and boycotted schoois to oraw attention to educational
Droblems. They demand teachers who are preoared to understand the
learning styie of their children and to adopt a corresponding teachinc stvle.
1

voices rn Americc; caliing io~ Ci difierent aporoach in teaching
inner-city ::::hiidren are making 2. vali:J request. They know that these
children can lea:-n. and learn well. in ar: educat1onai setting suited
to the chiidren s ieaming scyies and oaces. Inner-city children learn
1n ways that difier from the ways sujurban and small-town children
learn. They may :ack readiness io1 formal instruction using a traditional format.
1 ne

The inner-city ne;rntive educational syndrome will no~ change until parents. as well as the children. become oosit1veiy oriented to education
and begin to partici:Jate in ii. The greatest return from investments
in educationai orograms will come from children whose education
is launched in a success-oriented. "1-car:-do" environment involving
their parents. inne:-ci1y chilaren begin school with the same enthusiasm as other children. similarly stimulated by their parents· interest
and pride· in their first school days. The spark dies early. dampened
by disappointment. disillusianment. the loss of oarental interest to
the constant struggle fo1 a iiving. and an instructional style not
suited to the chiidren.
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'J' Teachers
have b e I 1ev_u
l l •::::• ;:,
, • ~-' 1 _•_;, , ~ .. Jenoec 0°, 9:ioc;
teaching. children's inr.ate :a:::;a::1ty. crnd n1:J:1-.·c:i11or.. Te1say. tr11s
point of view has been Su De :-seded by a:: u n:Jers ta riding cif the 1mportance of parental influence and sa:!y ::hildhood training The
marked difference between the amount a;-id quai1!y elf adult att12nt1cin
received
bv"' children ra:sed in the inne~ c1!\·. and bv suburban and
.......
s ma 11- town c h i Id re n is n 'J w rec: o ;:in i:: e d . a 'I c sch o o !s kn o vv \I\' ha t mus i
be done. The school Dro;;iram must reacr' into the nomes a:-1d effect
changes in the children s home env1ronme:-i! The home. 1n its turn.
nee::Js to be receptive and u:-i::Jerstand1ng :1: the efbrts o: the schools.
?arent-school inte:-action is necessar\' 11 cirje~ 10 estabi!sr mea1;ingful relationships \.v1tt: iamilies of the chilcir-er:.
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Historically the traditional instru::t1anai ::iro·;:i:-am has not forestallec:
the :Jattern of accelerated deciine commor: tc children in 1nne'-cih·
schools unless the home has become a:: ager-ii of re1nforceme:-it anG
extension. Schoo! faiiure h2s gradually alienated the cnil::Jren i1orn
schoo I. These chi Id ren require edu cat i or.a: e:-:r:.ie r ien ces on a su c::ess
continuum. experiences sensitive in metho:: ic their s:::iontaneous
interest in learn in~. Mere en:-ichment exDeriences wil: not offset the
ski II deficiencies that v.ri 11 ot he rwi se resu I'. Ski Ii with words an c;
comorehension of ids2s th2~ SDrou1. !ram the thoughts behind words
are probably the most ess~mt;al prereouisi1es for formal iearning.
These are skills lackin~ i0 children r-a?sec:' 11: the inner city If cier·rivation beoinninc at ar: earl\· aae r::nooressJ1;elv limits and eventuallv
blocks entry into the rnainst:ean: Df SCJC!et::. tnen ar1 sa:iy start mus:
be made to offsei the 2bsence of Daren:ai teaching. When education
!S relevant and success-oriented. inner-cit\ children de learn
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A CHILD-?ARENT PROGRAM
One promising new aporoach to providing early childhood education invoiving Darents is the establishment in the inner citv of e>:perimental
child-oarent education centers. In 2 success-oriented environment
in which young children can see themselves 2s im:iortant. they· are
"turned on" for learning ..A.ttitudes toward themselves and otners.
interest in learning. incre2sed activity. conversation, and enthusiasm
are all evidences of the change. Parents are increasingi~' aware of
the role of the home in pre::;aring children for school and have renewed hope that education vvili develoD the iul: potential of their
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children. Very early. teachers are conscious of the increased attention
span of the children: they notice children·s growing ability to listen
and respond to verbal directions. Language improvement is evident
too. as children begin to use short descriptive sentences rather
than one-word answers or physical signs.
1
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'

,

Parents also see the difference in their children·s speaking and listening skills. They are quick to compare these achievements with those
of their other children who had a more traditional introduction to
school.
Early childhood is without doubt the most promising time for effecting desired improvE'.!ment in intellectual growth. In a school climate
that helps each child believe "I can do.·· young children can and
do learn how to learn.

INNER-CITY LEARNERS AND HOW TO REACH THEM
Children learn at different rates and in different ways. But most of
them have the ability to learn. and all of them learn best when they
are interested. Inner-city children require some different approaches
because their value system is different. and they may have an inferior self-concept.
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The Need for Approval. Self-concept can be changed through educational experiences that provide a feeling of success. confidence.
and self-worth-"I can do .. plus "I am somebody ... Classroom activities leading to immediate personal gratification are essential to
these children. They delight in public displays of approval. Besides
the teacher's acceptance of their responses. they like to applaud
themselves and their classmates by clapping or voicing their admiration. Early in the readiness phase. the children can learn to assess
their own and others' responses. Children are willing to try when
they feel that they have some control over what they are learning.
when the atmosphere is patient and friendly. and when they are
assured that if they make mistakes. they'll be encouraged to try
again. If they are turned off when their responses differ from the
expectation of the teacher. in the future they may refuse to respond.
There are many ways to communicate to children that they and their
performance are admired and appreciated. The teacher might display
in the classroom in imaginative ways the children's art work and
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their photographs. Dialog needs to be continuing-and to be truly a
dialog. Also. children like to be close to. even touching. the teacher
as they work and play. The teacher transmits to the children by his
actions the message ··1 value you: I value learning on your par1.··
Learning Style. The learning style of children raised in the inner
city is not efficient. -Rather. it is slow. physical. nonverbal. problemcentered. Goncrete. These children live for today and are practical
in their approach to life and learning. Poor language development.
inexperience in distinguishing between noise and meaningful sound.
inability to sustain attention. a negative attitude-all contribute to
the character of their learning style.
In these conditions. teacher's presentations obviously need to be
simple. specific. and clear. emerging from the teacher"s awareness
of exactly what he expects the children to do and for what purpose.
Learning tasks should be sequenced and sufficiently limited to guarantee completion of the lesson. And there is need for constant
reinforcement of what is taught.
Perceptual Development. Children from inner-city communities f requently have poor perceptual development as a result of limited
adult guidance in play and little opportunity to play with a variety
of toys. Often their toys are sticks. boxes. and other abandoned
items-not a very rich assortment on which to build an instructional
program. They are unfamiliar with the educationally oriented toys
introduced at the toddler stage in more prosperous communities and
as a result may lack the large-muscle and manipulative skills that
come from playing with such toys. Some of these children even lack
awareness of their own bodies. Training in visual perception is needed
to get the children to observe the world around them. and of course
they need many new experiences with objects. activities. and phenomena. Also. they must learn to attach verbal labels to things they
see and do. A program that combines language stimulation with
perception and motor activities helps them get ready to learn.
Language Development. In a program for inner-city children. language development is properly the major thrust. To begin. the teacher
needs to encourage children to make full use of whatever language
skills they possess. Emphasis should be placed on stimulating children's ability to perceive and respond to their surroundings and to
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f orn:i concepts and express them in language. Ref erring to school
equipment repeatedly by name is one way to enlarge vocabulary and
sharpen awareness of the relation of words to things.
The teacher should take cues from each child. interacting with him.
encouraging him to speak. and helping him discern relationships.
follow and express simple directions. and solve problems. Practice
on classification skills. difficult for inner-city children. can also
contribute to language development because it invites naming and
discussing objects and their properties. Procedures in which children play the role of the teacher, asking questions and monitoring
their own answers. are helpful and increase youngsters' independence.
In time. children should be required to respond to multiple directions
and encouraged to participate spontaneously and abundantly in
disc1:1ssions.
Through all this the teacher needs to carry on an intensive verbal
bombardment. putting in words what he is doing. has done, and will
do: ·describing. explaining, and commenting: asking and answering.
Gradually children learn to listen. with increasing interest and lessening distraction for lengthening periods of time. They develop a lively
interest in stories. They begin to speak in sentences. An understanding
of opposites develops. They learn to use affirmative and negative
statements in reply to a question or a request and to use prepositions
such as on. in. over. and under accurately for statements describing arrangements of objects. They learn to recognize colors by name
and begin to perform simple deductions.
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THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
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Instruction in chil_d-parent education centers should strike a balance
between order and freedom. providing a steadying routine with freedom to explore. ask questions. and receive answers from adults.
The classroom should be an organized, efficient workroom that
encourages motor and sensory experiences through active investigation of materials and discovery of how they work.
Emphasis in the instructional program should be on the youngsters
to be taught rather than on what is to be taught. Often children fail
in reading because they have not had enough meaningful activities to
enable them to take the first step. Teachers can zero in. in this kind
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_:.t.~;f situation. to develop the skills needed to ready the children for
:-· reading.

Activities introduced can be effectively divided into group-teaching
experiences and area-teaching projects. In group teaching the teacher
presents. in a climate of active participation. a skill that has been
identified as important for later growth. As explained earlier in this
chapter. skills that need emphasis are language skills. to develop
the children's vocabularies: conceptual skills. to crystallize thoughts
and ideas in words; perceptual skills. to clarify ability really to see
and hear: and motor skills. needed to improve eye-hand coordination.
Every new learning experience should grow naturally out of the experiences that preceded it and prepare children for future learning
experiences.
Area-teaching projects are presented in a special area partially partitioned by screens to keep the children's attention with the teacher.
The verbal development program is best carried out in this special
area. Here. too. children engage in free play, using housekeeping
materials, blocks, large toys, records. art materials. puzzles. books.
and pictures. Self-selection of work materials and self-initiated activities are encouraged. The need for order is developed early. with
children understanding that everything has a place when not in use.
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Every item provided in the classroom should be selected for the contribution it can make to learning. In selecting equipment. teachers
might ask themselves these questions: Will it further the children's
learning in individual and small-group situations? Will it motivate
children to do things on their own in work-play situations? Will it
be safe and durable?

PARENTS AS PARTNERS
As is true with all children. the success of inner-city children in learning to read depends to a considerable extent on the active involvement
of the parents. Family attitudes that over a long period of time have
been negative toward education will not change immediately. but
every indication is that the parent-school approach is promising.
The school can become a resource center for the family.
Parent-school interaction serves several purposes: (1) it develops a
positive identification with the school; (2) it reduces the isolation
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often characteristic of inner-city parents: (3) it interests parents in
ideas that help them carry on the children's education in the home.
using common household objects as instructional materials; (4) it
helps parents develop community leadership skills: (5) it helps parents
learn effective ways of dealing with problems of their everyday lives:
and (6) it provides a center around which parent-community-school
relationships can develop. The school staff and the parents can meet
together to consider problems of education. family health. and family
finance. This interaction provides opportunities to develop problemsolving skills that parents can apply to personal problems in times
of family stress. Teachers may present demonstration lessons in
which they show parents how they teach so the parents can learn
how to help their children learn.
Participating parents are messengers of good education to their
neighbors. spreading the seed corn·of their experiences. In addition
they learn how to act as positive supports to their schools. giving
encouragement and guidance to what they recognize as good educational programs for their children. Parents may form parent advisory
councils for the school to give direction to the parent program and
plan special school projects.
The parent program may focus on the following:
Child development discussions
Parent advisory council meetings
Parent-education programs through classroom visitation. teaching
demonstrations. instruction in how a teacher teaches. helping in a
classroom. or viewing films or television shows
Arts and crafts
Public information sessions on issues of concern to parents
Field trips
Home nursing
Economics of everyday living
Sewing
Cooking
lndep.endent reading
Cooperative parent self-help projects
School-sponsored bazaars, picnics. and family outings
Personal improvement of parents' academic skills leading to highschool equivalency diplomas.
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In summary. creative talents can be unleashed in an educationally
nutritional environment when parents. children. and teachers become
partners in education. The potential for successful educational programs is enhanced when all members of the partnership work together
in an atmosphere of understanding and cooperation.
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Dr. Lorraine Sullivan, Assistant Superintendent in Charge of Curriculum for the Chicago
Public Schools, is noted for her work in developing Child-Parent Education Centers in
Chicago and for her involvement in inner-city teacher training.
Miss Sullivan and her aides designed the child-parent centers upon the premise that parent
understanding of, and involvement in, the school program during the prekindergarten and
primary years would improve children's attendance- and thus contribute to their success
in school. The parent program stemming from this premise includes help for parents in
preparing children for school and active parent involvement in the school program, even t
working as teacher's aides. Data now available are supporting Miss Sullivan·s theory; attei
ance is good, and the children are testing significantly higher than the citywide average.
Lorraine Sullivan is a graduate of Chicago Teachers Cpllege and holds B.S .. M.S .. and
M.A. degrees from De Paul University. She received her Doctorate in Education from
Harvard University. Her Chicago teaching experience ranged from Grade 3 through
college and included teaching of the mentally handicapped. Before being appointed to
her current position, Miss Sullivan served as principal of various schools in the city and
as district superintendent of District 8 of the Chicago Public Schools.
She has received many awards for her work in education and community service, includir
·an award from the Citizens Scholarship Committee for "outstanding work with inner-city
children and the community"; the Lawndale Youth Commission Award of 1970 for
"Outstanding Contribution in Education"; the Lawndale Urban Progress Educational
Award; the Model City Program Mayoral Citation; and the Chicago State College award
for "Service to the Teaching Profession."
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